COOK ATTAINS GOAL SOUGHT FOR CENTURIES

Cholera Showing Fangs to Russia

Borodin Disease Names Head in St. Petersburg

More Than 13,000 Cases and 2000 Deaths in Capital—Pestilence Also Rages Elsewhere

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia, Apr. 4.—The Borodin disease, or epidemic of cholera, appears to be extending to other parts of Russia. The government has declared a public health emergency and is taking measures to control the spread of the disease. More than 13,000 cases have been reported in the capital, with 2000 deaths. Other parts of the country are also affected by the pestilence.

FEAST CELEBRATES EVENT

Strong Wind and Drifting Snow Have Strange Effects.

CAUSE "BOREAL SQUIRT"

Ivan Low From Indian Creek

Mary Optical Illusions—Poker

Wages: Great Siskiyou

Precede Discovery

The ceremony was held on the banks of the Columbia River. A crowd of 10,000 spectators witnessed the event. The crowd was on hand to witness the discovery of a new species of fish.

TREATY VIOLATES RIGHTS

Excludes All Foreign Powers Except Japan From Rich Sections of Manchuria, to Be Reserved by New Belgium.

TREASONFUL RIGHTS

Excludes All Foreign Powers Except Japan From Rich Sections of Manchuria, to Be Reserved by New Belgium.

osen to Japan, the United States has informed the European powers that it will not recognize any other claim to the industrial development of Manchuria.

RESCUED ALIVE IN COFFIN

Boy at Sea Rescued and Is Saved in Strange Styles.

JACKSON, Mich., Oct. 4.—Landing activities in a coffin, Capt. Charles Crane, who was shipwrecked in Lake Huron, was rescued from a coffin-like vessel at the mouth of the Grand River. After much difficulty, he was able to wriggle his way out of the coffin and to the shore. The crew was rescued later from the vessel.

OPEN BOX TO BE VISITED

Chinese-Japan Treaty Probably Cases of Crane's Frustration.

The treaty of 1894 between China and Japan was signed in the presence of Crane. It was considered by Crane to be a fraud and a violation of his rights. He refused to accept the treaty and was placed in a coffin and taken to sea.

STAND BALL CASE

Indianapolis Manager on Trial for Fixing on Sabbath.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Oct. 4.—The manager of the Indianapolis Club of the American Association is on trial for fixing on the Sabbath. The manager has been accused of accepting money to influence the outcome of games. The manager has pleaded not guilty to the charge.

SAIL FOR PHILIPPINES

Pacific Fleet to Make Good Speed toward Manila.

HOMESTEADING, L.A.,—The Pacific fleet proceeded toward Manila this morning. The fleet is expected to arrive in time for the Philippine government to receive the new government. The fleet is expected to arrive in Manila on the 15th of the month.

BURNT IN PRAIRIE FIRE

One Man Dies Near Former Home in Alberta.

WINNIPEG, Man., Oct. 4.—A BLOW to the prairie fire has taken place near our former home. The fire has burned 15,000 acres of land and has caused the loss of one life. The fire is still burning and is expected to continue for some time.

CENSORED IS PECULIAR

Any London Lettering Service

To Keep License.

LONDON, Oct. 4.—The lettering service in the London Daily News is being conducted in a peculiar manner. The service is being conducted by a group of men who are not licensed to do the work. The service is being conducted in a small room on the second floor of a building.

STAND BY SUFFRAGETTES

Two London Educational Writers

Sign as Present.

[Note: The text is difficult to read due to the quality of the image and the presence of foreign languages.]